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Abstract— Eye illusion is one of the most interesting topics
which attracts majority of the people. In this paper, an
interactive evolutionary technique has been proposed to
improve the illusion factor in eye illusion images. Eye
illusion or vision illusion is subjective and can differ from
person to person. This technique utilizes an evolutionary
algorithm, namely Differential Evolution (DE), to improve
the vision deceiving factor for an Eye Illusion image.
Modeling of human vision perception is impossible or at
least very complicated even for a specific person. So,
proposing a general fitness function as an optimization
objective would not be an easy task. That is why an
interactive optimization approach seems a reasonable
approach in this regard. To the best of our knowledge, the
current work is the first attempt which utilizes an
interactive optimization technique to enhance vision
illusion images. Performance of the proposed approach is
verified on two eye illusion test cases, but that is applicable
to other eye illusion image enhancements and also image
processing tasks, such as image filtering.
Keywords: Interactive Evolutionary Algorithm (IEA); Eye Illusion;
Differential Evolution (DE); Image Enhancement

I.

Introduction

Eyes are one of the most important organs of the human
being and we are all the reflection of what we have seen
throughout our life. Eye illusion or vision illusion is an
interesting topic which has been studied for many years and
lots of illusive designs have been created by different artists.
Everybody has seen at least one deceiving scene in his/her life.
Following figure shows one of the well-known eye illusion
images, Bulging Checkerboard. In this checkerboard, a central
bulge is visible, but that is illusionary and the checkerboard is
fully regular.
Level of eye illusion is subjective because it is related to
human’s visual perception and it can vary from person to
person. This characteristic makes the design hard because the
final result should be illusive enough to deceive majority of
people. A good procedure to achieve this goal is to collect
viewers’ opinion and incorporate their feedbacks in the design
to enhance the result. This needs an interactive method; so, the
feedback from the user can be utilized in the design process.
This paper investigates the using of an interactive evolutionary
algorithm for improving eye illusion in two case studies. The
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Bulging Checkerboard, the central bulge is illusionary.

image quality is not good at first and proposed approach tries to
improve image quality. This method can be applied to different
kinds of image processing tasks with variant applications. The
variables’ search space involved in the design of an illusive
image is complex and brute-force searching of all the possible
combinations (parameter levels) is impossible or at least time
consuming, so desirable method is to use an optimizer to
enhance the image. Because of the subjective nature of this
problem, using an interactive evolutionary algorithm seems to
be meaningful. The absence of a mathematical model to be
used as objective function makes users’ feedback is being used
to select the best candidate in the population. There have been
some other researches in image processing field who utilized
interactive evolutionary algorithms (IEA) [2], [3]; they have
mainly used a genetic algorithm as an optimizer. One of the
topics in image processing is about the sequence of filters.
Filter sequence can affect the enhanced image, so optimizing
this sequence can improve the final result. IEA has been used
to optimize the filter sequence in [6]. There are many IEC
researches in the field of evolutionary graphic art and computer
graphic animation [4], [9-12]. Unlike most of the researches
which use genetic algorithm; our approach is based on DE
algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the Interactive Evolutionary algorithm. Section III is
a short review of Differential Evolutionary Algorithm. Section
IV describes the proposed approach. Section V presents the
experimental verifications. Section VI concludes the paper

II.

Interactive Evolutionary Algorithm (IEA)

When there is not any form of fitness function for the
problem and no mathematical model can be defined then using
interactive evolutionary algorithm would be a proper option.
In this case, the user chooses the best candidate or ranks the
individuals in the current population. Based on the user’s
feedback, the optimizer generates the next generation. This
method is widely used for problems which are based on
human’s perception, such as art related designs.
The main problem with this method is user fatigue which
can affect final result. If the problem consists of too many
parameters and computation time and iterations are too long
then it makes user tired and the user’s response is degraded. In
order to overcome this problem, the interactive evolutionary
algorithm should be designed in a way that it tries to solve a
low dimensional problem which needs small population size
and leads small number of function evaluations (i.e., number of
user feedbacks).
In this paper, the function which is used for changing the
picture parameters has only four and three variables for first
and second case studies, respectively, which make the
optimization problem easier and so the convergence will occur
with less number of iterations.
The flowchart of the IEA is shown in Fig.1. As seen, the
selection is being done by the user; unlike other optimization
methods which use an explicit fitness function in evolutionary
search process.

A Short Overview of DE Algorithm

DE was introduced by Price and Storn. It was the result of
his work to solve the Chebychev Polynomial fitting Problem
that had been posed to him by Rainer Storn [1]. Price came up
with the idea of using vector differences for perturbing
population individuals. By this way, DE was born. DE works
on multi-dimensional real-valued problems which are not
necessarily continuous or differentiable.
DE is a simple effective and robust population-based
optimization algorithm. The main idea behind DE is a scheme
for generating trial parameter vectors. Basically, for every
vector in the population (called target vector), DE selects
randomly two other vectors, then subtracts them and adds the
weighted difference to a randomly chosen third vector (called
the base vector) to produce a mutant vector. Then, for every
vector in the mutant population, it uses a user defined value
called Crossover rate (Cr) to control the fraction of the
parameter values which are copied from the mutant and target
vector to the trial vector. Finally, for the selection step, if the
trial vector has an equal or lower fitness value (for
minimization problem) than that of its target vector, it replaces
the target vector in the next generation; otherwise, the target
retains its place in the population for the next generation. These
steps are repeated for every vector in the population to produce
the next new population. Algorithm 1 presents pseudocode of
the classical Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm [1]. Three
main operators (mutation, crossover, and selection) are given in
lines 5-6, 7-13, and 15-19, respectively.
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of DE Algorithm. P0: Initial population, Np:
Population size, V: Noise vector, U: Trial vector, D: Problem dimension,
BFV: Best fitness value so far, VTR: Value-to-reach, NFC: Number of
function calls, MAXNFC: Maximum number of function calls, F: Mutation
constant, rand(0,1): Uniformly generated random number, C r: Crossover rate,
f(.): Objective function, P’: Population of the next generation.
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Fig. 1: A general flowchart of Interactive Evolutionary Algorithm (IEA)

1: Generate uniformly distributed random population P0
2: while (BFV>VTR and NFC<MAXNFC) do
3:// Generate-and-Test-Loop
4: for i=0 to Np do
5: Select three parents Xa, Xb, and Xc randomly from current population
where i≠a≠b≠c
//Mutation
6:
Vi←Xa + F * (Xc-Xb)
//Crossover
7:
for j= 0 to D do
8:
if rand(0,1)<Cr then
9:
Ui,j ← Vi,j
10:
else
11:
Ui,j ← Xi,j
12:
end if
13:
end for
// Selection
14:
Evaluate Ui
15: if (f(Ui)≤f(Xi)) then
16:
X’i← Ui
17: else
18:
X’i←Xi
19: end if
20: end for
21: X←X’
22: end while

IV.

Proposed Approach

Differential Evolution Algorithm is a well-known effective
robust algorithm which has been utilized as an optimizer in this
paper. Every Eye illusion image has its unique features which
should be addressed and integrated with DE to produce
functioning solution. This paper addresses two different eye
illusion case studies which will be discussed in the following
subsections, A and B.
A. Case study 1: Checker-Shadow illusion image
The proposed approach for this type of eye illusion depends
on manipulating input image intensity values by mapping input
intensity range [P1, P2] to output range [P3, P4] and saturating
to output range boundaries, all input values those are outside
the output range. The proposed approach uses DE to search a
four-dimension solution space (two variables for input range
and two for output range those will form the intensity values of
the output image). The corresponding four variables have
boundaries and variable criteria that should be met as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.

P1and P3 ⋳ [0, 1).
P2 and P4 ⋳ [0, 1].
P2 > P1
P4 > P3

Fig. 2: Checker-Shadow Illusion (main image is the courtesy of MIT
university http://web.mit.edu/persci/people/adelson/)

Having these conditions will require correcting parameters’
values after every mutation and crossover, before new
generation is utilized to generate images to be exposed to the
user for selection. A special user interface (Fig. 3) has been
developed to realize this approach and allow user selection.

Fig. 3: The snapshot of GUI for the first case study, Checker-Shadow illusion image.

The following is our proposed approach:
1:
2:
3:

Generate NP = 40 uniformly distributed random population
Correct populations to comply with criteria
Program start with Best member = original picture. It will be replaced
later when new best member is found
4: While (user did not terminate)
5:
While ( end of population not reached)
6:
View three picture of the population plus last best member
7:
User choose a new best member or keep the previous one
8:
End (inner while loop)
9:
Generate new population using DE
10:
Correct newly generated population:
if (P1 == 1) then regenerate P1 till it is less than one
If (P3 == 1) then regenerate P3 till it is less than one
If (P2 < P1) then regenerate P2 to a value in the range [P1,1]
If (P3 < P4) then regenerate P4 to a value in the range [P3,1]
11: End (outer while loop)
12: Save best member to disk.

The program will generate 40 images in every generation to
be evaluated by user. This is to comply with DE algorithm
recommendations which states the population size should be
8D-10D, where D indicates the problem’s dimension.
B. Case study 2: Checkerboard illusion image
Proposed approach for this type of eye illusion problem
depends on changing the thickness of the separator line
between rows, gray level of this line, and finally the amount of

Fig. 4: Checkerboard illusion sample image.

applied shifts in pixel on rows. The algorithm to enhance this
image is similar to previous one except for the dimension
which is three for the mentioned design, population size is
NP=30, and the correction criteria used for the Checkerboard
(Fig 4) illusion problem is as the follows:
- Separator line thickness is in the range [1,3]
- Separator line Gray level is in the range [0,255]
- Shift between rows varies in the range [0,Tile size in
Pixel]
Fig. 5, the new interface that is designed for this problem
which incorporates new features to enable users to change
rows’ number and pixels numbers in every tile.

Fig. 5: The snapshot of GUI for the second case study, Checkerboard illusion image.

V.

Experimental Verification

DE algorithm parameters are set similar to literature cited
right after each parameter
- Cr parameter was set to 0.9 [15-19]
- F parameter was set to 0.5 for both problems discussed
in this paper [15-19]
A. Results for Checker-Shadow illusion problem
We used three distorted images with a bad quality to test
the proposed algorithm. The best image is captured every ten
generations and results are shown below. The illusion is not
clear in the input images, but as it is shown, after some
generations the illusion can be seen in the images and it gets
better and better generation by generation.
The illusion in this image happens in the black and white

b.

squares marked as A and B. These two squares have the same
color but because of the surrounding squares and the shadow of
the cylindrical the viewer cannot see that and believes that A is
darker than B
In Fig. 6, the first sample is a completely poor dark image
and even the green cylindrical object on the right hand side of
the image seems to be grey. After 20 generations the image is
clear and the illusion can be seen obviously. In Fig. 7, the
second sample starts with a very bright image with a poor eye
illusion. In generation 40th, DE produces images with higher
illusion quality. As the user continues to choose better images
DE keeps improving and produces more good quality images in
the next generations. And this can be seen clearly in the
generation 50th

Generation 10th

Original image

d.

e. Generation 40th
f. Generation 50th
Generation 30th
Fig. 6: First experiment, input image and the best results after 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 generations.
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Fig. 7: Second experiment, input image and the best results after 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 generations.
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Fig. 8: The third experiment, input image and the best results after 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 generations.

In Fig. 8, the third sample is dark and the image is not clear
but as it can be seen in after 10 generations the image is clear
and sharp and after 30 generations the result is very clear and
the illusion can be clearly noticed.
Images produced in previous experiments for Checker Shadow
Illusion clearly shows that, for human eyes, the squares A and
B are different in color. The following image can be accepted
as a proof in this regard.

B. Results for Checkerboard Illusion problem
The Checkerboard illusion image will lead the human
viewer to think that the rows in the image are curved and nonhorizontal while the reality is the opposite; they are straight and
horizontal.
Fig. 10, the first generated images do not present a noticeable
eye illusion quality.

Figure 10: First generation
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Figure 11: Generation 10th

But in Fig. 11, the best member of generation 10th clearly
shows high illusion quality.
VI.

Conclusion Remarks

A limited number of evaluations are feasible in situations
where we have to use human-based evaluations, as it is the case
in eye illusion designs. Eye fatigue becomes a limiting factor in
complex problems where huge interactions are required.
Problems with mathematical fitness functions can be easily
evaluated for thousands, or even millions with no deterioration
in evaluation quality, but that is not the case for any interactive
optimization approach.
These points make it mandatory to find faster converging
algorithms for problems that need high number of humanbased evaluations. Investigating hybrid metahuristics, such as
combining DE and a local search algorithm, could be a
reasonable direction for our future research. Different DE
algorithms can be applied to solve IEA problems and
investigating performance of these various algorithms
The proposed approach in this paper can be applied to other
image processing fields subject to customizing the proposed
algorithm to a targeted application such as image contrast
enhancement or filtering. It builds another research direction in
this area. This work can be assumed as a first step in
computerized designing of eye illusion images with higher
qualities and amazing characteristics. In fact, user can define
the type of the illusion which he/she is interested; then
computers can design images which include the targeted
illusion with a highest deceptiveness.
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